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“workshop means an arrangement 

whereby a group of people learn, 

acquire new knowledge, perform 

creative problem-solving, or 

innovate in relation to a domain-

specific issue”
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• What does participation mean in terms of actual

power to make decisions?

• Who needs to participate and how can this be 

managed and supported?

• How can the design process itself be designed so 

people can participate in it?

• What kinds of design tools and methods do we

need?

"by genuine participation we refer to the fundamental 

transcendence of the users' role from being merely

informants to being legitimate and acknowledged

participants in the design process. This role is established –

for example – when users are not just answering questions 

in an interview about their point of view or knowledge of a 

particular issue, but are sked to step up, take the pen in 

hand, stand in front of a large whitebord together with fellow

colleagues and designers, and participate in drawing and 

sketching how the work process unfolds as seen from their

perspectives"

Simonsen, J., & Robertson, T. (Eds.). (2012). Routledge International Handbook

of Participatory Design. Routledge.

Participation



Legg inn lysbildetitler

• Alle lysbilder skal ha unike lysbildetitler for å lette navigasjonen. Med andre ord 

må feltene «Klikk for å legge til tittel» fylles ut med ulik overskrift. 

• I tilfeller hvor tittel ikke skal synes på lysbildet kan den skjules på denne måten: 

1) I fanen  «hjem», klikk på ordne-ikonet og deretter på «valgrute». 

2) I menyen til høyre i skjermbildet, klikk på øyeikonet ved siden av «Tittel» 

for å deaktivere synligheten

Hvordan gjøre lysbilder universelt utformet?

https://www.glomdalen.no/nyheter/reinspikka-sydende-kreativ-begeistring/s/1-57-7662210










Brandt, E., Binder, T., & Sanders, E. B. N. (2012). Tools and techniques: ways to engage telling, making and enacting. In Routledge International

Handbook of Participatory Design (pp. 165-201). Routledge.

TELLING MAKING ENACTING

Interviewing Paper prototyping Role playing

Drawing Modelling/lego Improvising

Tagging Image collaging Exhibiting

Probing Mapping Storytelling

Card sorting Brainstorming Visualizing





Boundary objects are entities that enhance the capacity of an 

idea, theory or practice to translate across culturally defined 

boundaries, for example, between communities of knowledge or 

practice. (Fox, 2011)

Boundary objects can be representations, abstractions or 

metaphors that have the power to ‘speak’ to different 

communities of practice (Arias and Fischer, 2000: 3; Star and 

Griesemer, 1989: 412–3).

Boundary objects



Tagging 

“This spot is good for an urban community garden”

“we could use some green areas around here”

“this children’s playground is too small for me”



Drawing 

“what does energy look like?”



Card sorting


